HKUST Men’s Football Team Gained Valuable Experience in
World Elite University Football Tournament 2017
The second World Elite University Football Tournament was taken place from 23 June to 3 July 2017 at Tsinghua
University, Beijing. Twelve world-class Universities from Germany, Canada, the United States, Netherlands, the United
Kingdom, China, Hong Kong and Australia competed and mingled together during the Tournament.
After all, we met a lot of new friends around the world; we learnt some basic german and the cultural difference
among Netherlands, Canada and Australia; last but not least, we also presented the highest sportsmanship and team
spirit during the trip.

SO Ngo Hang (left one) tries to shoot under the
defend of the player from the University of Oxford.

WONG Pak Ki (right three) tries to defend the
Tsinghua University’s player.

All team members have a memorable match.

YAN Chi Pui (right one) protects the ball.

TSANG Hiroki (right one) stops the opponent to
move forward.

All team members enjoy the friendly match with Leiden University.

Apart from competitions, we had different kinds of cultural visit in Beijing, such as the Forbidden City, the Temple of
Heaven and the Schwarzman College in Tsinghua University.

We have the good moment in the Temple of Heaven.

We join the briefing session about Schwarzman
College in Tsinghua University

It is grateful for men’s football team to have opportunities to communicate with students from other eleven
universities such as the University of Oxford, the University of Melbourne and the University of Tübingen. Some of
them also exchanged their contact for further communication in future.

A forum with Germans to know more each other’s culture.
TAM Ping Shun meets a new
japanese friend from the University
of Oxford.

YEUNG Siu Yin (left) and YAN Chi Pui (middle) feel
happy to make a new friend from the University of
Melbourne.

We attended the awards presentation dinner at the last night of the Tournament and performed singing to all
participants.

Team photo in the awards presentation dinner.

We enjoy the singing time and hope to share our
happiness to others.
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